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Rate of protein folding near the point of thermodynamic
equilibrium between the coil and the most stable chain fold
Alexei V Finkelstein and Azat Ya Badretdinov
Background: The problem of how a protein chain can find its most stable
structure without exhaustive sorting of all its possible conformations is known as
the ‘Levinthal paradox’. The purpose of this paper is to elucidate this problem
and to estimate the rate of folding to the most stable structure near the point of
thermodynamic equilibrium between this structure and the coil.
Results: Folding is rapid when it occurs in the vicinity of a thermodynamic 
‘all-or-none’ transition from the coil to the lowest-energy fold: here the misfolded
and semifolded states cannot ‘trap’ the folding chain since, even taken together,
all these states are less stable than both the initial coil and the final stable fold of
the chain. A stable globular structure can be rapidly achieved via a ‘nucleation-
and-growth’ folding pathway that provides a continuous entropy-by-energy
compensation along the folding pathway and thus provides a low free energy of
the transition state.
Conclusions: At the point of transition of the coil to the lowest-energy fold, an
N-residue chain folds normally in ∼exp(N2/3) ns. Therefore, a 100-residue chain
finds its most stable fold within minutes rather than in 10100 ps ≈ 1080 years,
according to the famous paradoxical estimate of Levinthal.
Introduction
It is known that a protein chain can fold spontaneously
into its native structure [1], but how does it choose this
structure among ∼10100 [2] other possible ones? As the
most stable fold? Or as the one of the metastable folds that
forms rapidly enough?
Before proving that the Levinthal paradox does not apply,
at least for small proteins, since a fast folding pathway
leads to any stable protein structure, let us remember
some essential facts from the thermodynamics and statisti-
cal physics of small proteins. First, denaturation and renat-
uration occur as reversible ‘all-or-none’ transitions [3],
which (by definition) means that at the transition mid-
point, the totality of all the misfolded and semifolded
forms is unstable relative to the native and to the dena-
tured states and, consequently, these forms do not accu-
mulate during folding occurring near the transition point.
Second, under physiological conditions the native protein
fold is only a little more stable than the denatured state of
the chain [3,4]. Third, the all-or-none transition requires a
sequence providing a considerable gap between the
energy of the lowest-energy fold and the energies of all
the other competing folds [5,6].
Computer experiments [7] show that such a gap is neces-
sary for fast and reliable folding to a unique final structure
and that this unique (‘native’) structure is the lowest-
energy fold. They show also that the folding proceeds via
a critical nucleus [8], as must be expected for an all-or-
none transition (which is an analog of a first-order phase
transition in macroscopic systems). Since the nucleus is
smaller than the protein, the nucleation phenomenon sug-
gests [8] that, contrary to Levinthal’s assumption [2], a
search over all the chain conformations is not necessary for
finding the most stable protein fold (as a search over all
the molecular configurations is not necessary for crystal-
lization). However, to estimate the expected rate of
protein folding to its lowest-energy fold, its dependence
on the chain length, etc., one cannot simple borrow the
resulting equation for the rate of, for example, crystalliza-
tion [9] and apply it to protein folding. It is known that
crystallization does not occur at the melting temperature
(where it is infinitely slow) but requires some supercool-
ing to occur in a reasonable time [9], while a model protein
chain in computer experiments [8,10] rather rapidly
attains its lowest-energy fold not only below but also
slightly above the melting point. This difference shows
that protein folding, being a first-order phase transition in
a finite size system, requires separate treatment with
special attention at the midtransition point.
In this paper, we consider the chains and conditions pro-
viding the all-or-none thermodynamic transition from the
coil to the lowest-energy state. We investigate the kinetics
of this transition assuming that it exists in the protein’s
thermodynamics. Our aim is to prove the fast kinetics of
this transition even at its midpoint: we will show that the
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folding here grows only to ∼exp(N2/3) with the chain
length N, unless the number of chain conformations grows
to ∼10N.
To prove that protein folds rapidly at the point of the all-
or-none transition, it is sufficient to demonstrate that at
least one pathway leading to the lowest-energy structure is
fast under the conditions of the transition; since, by the
definition of an all-or-none transition, all the semifolded
and misfolded forms together are less stable here than
both the initial coil and the final stable fold, these forms
cannot absorb a significant fraction of molecules and trap
them [10]. The additional pathways can only accelerate
the folding since the rates of parallel reactions are addi-
tive. (One can imagine water leaking from a full pool to an
empty one through the cracks in the wall between them:
when the wall cannot absorb all the water, each additional
crack accelerates the filling of the empty pool.)
Theory
Folding pathway and folding time
An N-residue chain can attain its lowest-energy fold in N
steps, each of which adds one fixed residue to the growing
structure of this fold (Fig. 1). In this paper we consider
folding pathways of this kind. If the free energy were to
be downhill along the whole pathway, a 100-residue chain
would fold in ∼100 ns, since the growth of a structure (e.g.
an -helix) by one residue takes a few nanoseconds
[11,12]. If protein folding in vitro takes minutes rather
than 100 ns, this is mainly because the free energy
increases at some steps of folding and most of the folding
time is spent climbing the free energy barrier and falling
back, rather than moving along the folding pathway.
To estimate the time necessary to overcome a free energy
barrier, one uses the transition state theory [13]; for
example, this theory is used to estimate a characteristic
time of crystallization via a ‘nucleation-and-growth’
pathway [9]. Based on the transition state theory [13], a
simple estimate of the rate of a steady-state folding is
∼/exp(–G#/RT). Here,  ∼1 ns [11,12] is the time taken
to add one residue to the growing structure, T is the
absolute temperature, R the gas constant, and G# the free
energy of the transition state counted off the initial free
energy minimum. The transition state is a free-energy
maximum, i.e. the least populated state on the folding
pathway. The above estimate means [13] that some frac-
tion of the disordered chains, ∼exp(–G#/RT) according to
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Figure 1
Possible pathways of a sequential folding of
bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor, BPTI
(native coordinates taken from file 4pti of the
PDB [22]). The solid line shows the backbone
fixed in its native conformation (the fixed
sidechains are not shown; the region
occupied by them is shown by dots); the
disordered chain regions are shown by the
dashed line. The native-like nucleus can 
(a) consist of a continuous chain region or 
(b) not. In the latter case, the nucleus is
decorated by the closed disordered loops.
Note that it is always possible to choose such
a pathway for growth of a compact nucleus
that the loops protrude from only one side all
the time.
Boltzmann distribution, are in the transition state at any
one moment; they leave it in a time  (half of them go
back, and half forward to the final state), so that one-half
of all the unfolded chains pass this state in a time
∼/exp(–G#/RT). A pathway is fast when G# is small,
and G# is small when, in the course of folding, the
inevitable loss of conformational entropy (which increases
G#) is continuously compensated [14] by the gain of
interaction energy (which decreases G#).
The existence of such a compensation was not taken into
account by Levinthal [2], who concluded that a search for
the global energy minimum is not feasible for a protein
chain just because of the assumption that the chain must
lose nearly all its entropy and obtain nearly a complete
final structure before it can enjoy the advantage of its low
energy. On a pathway with the entropy-by-energy com-
pensation, the folding chain feels this advantage much
earlier than it comes to the final state. (The term ‘entropy’
means only the conformational entropy in this paper; this
entropy does not include the solvent entropy. The term
‘energy’ is also used here for simplicity; strictly speaking,
the term ‘free energy of interactions’ should be used
since, for example, the hydrophobic forces are connected
with the solvent entropy.)
Transition state free energy
Let us consider an intermediate on a nucleation-and-
growth folding pathway. In the intermediate (Fig. 1), n out
of all the N chain links are already fixed in their final posi-
tions and conformations, while the other N – n links are
still disordered. En, Sn, and Gn = En – TSn are the
interaction energy, the conformational entropy and the
resulting free energy, respectively, of this semifolded
chain; the values En, Sn, and Gn are counted off the
energy, entropy and free energy, respectively, of the disor-
dered chain (at this count-off point, all the Sn terms are
negative). One can easily see that Gn/RT can always be
represented by equation 1:
Gn/RT = (–SN/R)⋅(Sn/SN–En/EN) + (GN/RT)⋅(En/EN) (1)
Here EN, SN, and GN are, respectively, the energy,
entropy and free energy differences between the final
structure and the disordered state; En/EN is the fraction
of the gained energy, Sn/SN is the fraction of the lost
entropy. The free energy barrier (corresponding to the
transition state) is the maximum of Gn along the pathway
of growth of the structure, i.e. G#/RT = maxn {Gn/RT}.
At the point of thermodynamic equilibrium between the
final structure and the disordered state, where the value
GN = 0, the barrier is defined by equation 2:
G#/RT = maxn {Gn/RT}||GN=0=(–SN/R)⋅maxn {Sn/SN –En/EN}(2)
For the basic estimate of G#, we consider a pathway pro-
ceeding via more or less compact folding intermediates
and we take into account only the main constituents of
Sn and En. These are the terms proportional to the
number of fixed residues n and the terms proportional to
the nucleus surface, i.e. n2/3. Hence, we take En propor-
tional to n – nn2/3 (the –nn2/3 term takes into account the
surface residues having less interactions than the internal
ones) and Sn proportional to –n – nn2/3 (the term –nn2/3
takes into account some entropy being lost for closure of
the disordered loops protruding from the surface of the
nucleus). We will estimate the functions n and n later
and show that if the folding intermediates are compact, n
and n do not grow with n, the number of fixed residues in
the nucleus; now it is useful to note only that N = 0, since
the final fold does not contain disordered loops. If nn2/3
and nn2/3 do not grow with n, the surface terms will be
small compared with n when n is big enough; in particular,
NN2/3 << N. Then:
Sn/SN –En/EN = (–n–nn2/3)/(–N) – (n–nn2/3)/(N–NN2/3)
≈ n2/3⋅[n+ nN /N1/3 + n – (n/N)1/3 N]/N
That is:
(G#/RT)||GN=0= ⋅maxn {n
2/3
⋅[n+ nN /N1/3 + n – (n/N)1/3 N]} (3)
Here,  = –SN/NR is the constant determined by entropy
loss of one fixed residue relative to the coil (according to
[3,4], –SN/NR ≈ 2.3), and the value n2/3⋅[n+nN /N1/3+n
– (n/N)1/3 N] does not exceed N2/3 in the order of magni-
tude when the functions  and  are limited in value (the
latter we show below).
Equation 3 formulates the main result of this work: for
protein folding in the vicinity of the point of thermody-
namic equilibrium between the coil and the lowest-energy
chain fold, the folding transition state free energy is pro-
portional to N2/3 rather than to N in the order of magni-
tude. In other words, instead of Levinthal’s estimate [2]
that the time taken to achieve the most stable fold of an
N-residue protein chain grows as ∼10N, we propose
another, much smaller estimate: the time taken to achieve
the most stable protein fold grows as ∼exp(N2/3) with the
chain length N. Now we have to estimate only the coeffi-
cient . To this end, we must estimate the functions n
and n connected with the energetic and entropic surface
effects. Note that G# would be zero if all the  and 
were equal to zero in equation 2 [since, in this case, this
equation would be (–SN/R)⋅max(n/N – n/N) = 0].
Surface energy
For a basic estimate, we assume that En is proportional to
the number of residue–residue contacts in the n-residue
nucleus, i.e. to n – nn2/3. For a ball-like body,  = 1.5
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since the surface residues [their number is (36	)1/3n2/3, i.e
about 5n2/3 for a ball] have less contacts than the internal
ones (assuming a hexagonal packing of residues, ≈30%
less). For a compact but cucumber-like or pancake-like
body,  is only a little greater. It is easy to calculate that
for a ‘cucumber’ with an axes ratio of 6:1:1 or a ‘pancake’
with an axes ratio of 1:4:4, the surface : volume ratio is
only 30% greater than for a ball, i.e. for these bodies  = 2.
Hence, for more-or-less compact nuclei  ≈ 1.5–2, inde-
pendently of n.
Let us postpone the consideration of surface entropy and
see the effect on the free energy barrier of the surface
energy alone. Surface entropy is absent in the sequential
folding that avoids loops (Fig. 1a). Thus, assuming  = 0,
 = 1.5 (see above) and N>>3 in equation 3, we obtain
(for  = 2.3) equation 4:
(G#/RT)||GN=0
= ⋅maxn {n
2/3
⋅[+2/N1/3 – (n/N)1/3]}
= ⋅(4/27)⋅(1+/N1/3)3⋅N2/3
≈ (2/9)⋅N2/3 ≈ 0.5⋅N2/3 (4)
The free energy maximum is achieved when n# = (2/3)3N
residues, i.e. about one-third of the chain is included in
the nucleus.
This result refers to the midpoint of transition from the
coil to the lowest-energy fold. In the vicinity of this point,
when GN is not zero, a similar analysis of equation 1
gives:
G#/RT ≈ (2/9)⋅N2/3⋅[1 – N1/3GN/(1.5NRT)]–2 (4a)
When N1/3GN/(NRT) is much smaller than unity
(including the whole region of thermodynamic transition,
where GN changes from ≈+2RT to ≈–2RT), this term
makes only a small modification of the transition state free
energy referring to the midtransition:
G#/RT ≈ (G#/RT)||GN=0
+ 0.3 GN/RT (4b)
When N1/3GN << –NRT, equation 4a formally coincides
with a conventional transition state free energy estimate
for a first-order phase transition [9]. However, it is not
clear up to what GN values the traps play no significant
role and this equation is still valid. This definitely
depends on the size of the gap between the lowest-energy
fold and the competing folds.
Figure 2 illustrates the free energy barriers on the path-
ways proceeding via nuclei formed by single chain regions,
i.e. having only ‘tails’ but no loops (Fig. 1a). It shows that
the free energy barriers in these pathways are actually 2 or
3 times (see Fig. 2b,c) higher than those estimated from
equation 4, but still low enough to allow the achievement
of the native structure in a reasonable time.
However, this illustrates only that a protein chain can
achieve its native fold fast enough, but does not prove that
it can rapidly achieve its most stable structure: perhaps,
the native structure is constructed for fast folding [2],
while the most stable structure is not. It is worthwhile to
note that the estimate in equation 4 is obtained under two
assumptions on the form of the native-like nucleus: it pos-
sesses the maximal compactness and it consists of a single
chain region (Fig. 1a), i.e. only the free tails, but not the
disordered closed loops (as in Fig. 1b), protrude from the
nucleus. These assumptions are conflicting. It is quite
possible that, on any folding pathway, some of the fixed
native-like folding intermediates formed by a single chain
region will be noncompact without protruding loops (i.e.
will have n >>1.5), while the compact intermediates will
be decorated by loops (Fig. 1b). Thus, to have a general
estimate of the folding time to the lowest-energy struc-
ture, we have to consider also the surface entropy created
by closed disordered loops decorating the nucleus.
Surface entropy
The surface of a folded protein does not contain disor-
dered loops, hence N = 0. The surface of a folding inter-
mediate consists of two parts. One part is the completed
part of the folded protein surface; it does not contain the
disordered loops (as the upper and the side surfaces of the
intermediates shown in Fig. 1b). Another part (like the
bottom surface of these intermediates) is not completed
and therefore can be decorated by the closed loops.
Since compact intermediates with a minimal number of
loops are more stable, let us consider a folding pathway
requiring the minimal number of loops, i.e. having the
minimal interface between the fixed and disordered parts
of the protein. Such a pathway starts with the formation of
one side of the final globule and proceeds by gradual prop-
agation of this part (Fig. 1b). For any final globule, it is
always possible to show such a propagation, such that the
interface between the fixed and the disordered parts
never includes more than N2/3 residues. Since a surface
residue can have roughly six directions (four along the
surface, one inside the fixed part, and one outside this
part), the interface is decorated with not more than
(1/6)⋅N2/3 protruding loops.
Now we have to calculate the average free energy of a
loop. According to [15], within a thermodynamically equi-
librium globule, the separate pieces of a chain have coil-
like distributions over the conformations until a piece
does not come to the surface of the globule (i.e. until it
includes less than ∼N2/3 links). This allows us to consider
the chains crossing any cross-section of the final globule
— in particular, to estimate the distribution of loops cross-
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ing the interface between folded (in its final conforma-
tion) and unfolded parts of the chain. In this way, it is pos-
sible to show that the occurrence of closed protruding
loops falls as m–3/2 with their length m. Since the free
energy of closure of a disordered loop, f(m), grows with the
loop length m only as (5RT/2)⋅ln(m) (the multiplier 5/2
rather than the usual 3/2 [16] takes into account the fact
that the internal part of the loop does not cross the inter-
face), the average free energy of a loop closure,
∫ m–3/2f(m)dm / ∫ m–3/2dm (the integrals are taken over all
possible loop lengths), is determined by the short 
loops and does not exceed 7RT even if the loops are, on
average, long (actually, the estimate is (5RT/2)⋅{ln2+2 –
[4/(
–1)]⋅ln[(1+
)/2]} where 
 is the mean number of
residues in a loop; details will be given elsewhere).
Thus, the typical surface free energy connected with the
loops decorating the nucleus is not more than
N2/3⋅(1/6)⋅7RT ≈ N2/3⋅RT. The above consideration neglects
the entropy of a possible knotting of the disordered loops:
it seems to be very small [17] as compared with the term
that we have considered.
Results and discussion
Taking into account both energetic (eq. 4) and entropic
constituents of the surface free energy of the nucleus, we
see that its free energy is:
G#/RT ≈ [2/9 ÷ (2/9+1)] N2/3 ≈ (1.0±0.5) N2/3 (5)
A precise value of the coefficient must depend on the con-
struction of the lowest-energy fold. In principle, it must be
smaller for the one-center folding pathways [14,18], where
the sequentially growing structure is more or less compact
all the time. A review of protein structures shows that this
is valid for typical folds of small proteins and protein
domains [18]. 
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Figure 2
Illustration of the origin of a free energy barrier on a sequential folding
pathway (Fig. 1a) proceeding via the nuclei formed by a continuous
chain region. (a) Restoring native conformations and contacts in the
course of sequential (Fig. 1a) folding of BPTI. The abscissa shows n,
the number of residues that have acquired their native state. The
diagonal line shows n/N, the fraction of these residues in the BPTI
chain; this fraction is approximately equal to that of lost entropy,
Sn/SN. Another line shows the fraction of the restored native
contacts at each step of the pathway, i.e. the number of contacts
between the fixed residues divided by the total number of the
residue–residue contacts in the native protein; this fraction is
approximately equal to that of restored native energy, En/EN. When
GN = 0, the maximal difference between these two lines determines
the free energy barrier hindering sequential folding (see eq. 2). The
folding pathway is found here as follows. First, we ‘unfold’ the protein
by removing at each step that N- or C-terminal residue of the globule
that has fewer contacts with the remaining protein body. Then, a
reverse consequence of actions gives the sequential folding pathway.
Two residues are assumed to be in contact when the minimal distance
between their atoms is less than 5 Å. The contacts between
neighboring chain residues are not taken into account because they
are present in any conformation of a chain. (b) Change of the free
energy Gn = En – TSn in the course of sequential folding of BPTI
shown in Figure 1a and examined in Figure 2a. The folding is
considered at the point of thermodynamic equilibrium between the
unfolded and the native state, i.e. where Gn=N = EN – TSN = 0.
The line Gn corresponds to the difference between the two lines
shown in Figure 2a. The maximum of the Gn function is marked by #;
G# is the free energy of the transition state. G#Lev is the effective
transition state free energy corresponding to Levinthal’s folding
scenario (exhaustive search), which assumes that the chain must
obtain a nearly complete final structure (i.e. must lose nearly all its
entropy) before it can enjoy the advantage of the low energy of this
state. Actually, the chain feels this advantage on a ‘nucleation-and-
growth’ pathway much earlier; therefore, the actual transition state free
energy G# is only a small fraction of G#Lev. (c) The same estimate
of G# for a sequential folding of lysozyme (PDB code 1lyz).
Besides, the value of G#/RT depends on the distribution
of weak and strong interactions between the nucleus and
the remaining part of the protein (which, up to now, we
have not considered). Since close to the midtransition
point about N/3 of the chain residues contribute to the
G# value, the expected random deviation, as a result of
heterogeneity of interactions, from the mean estimate,
G#/RT ≈ N2/3, is about ± N1/2. Such deviations influence
the folding rate, but (since N2/3 > N1/2) do not change the
basic estimate (eq. 5) of G#/RT. Thus:
folding time ∼ exp[N2/3 ± N1/2/2] ns (6)
(where  and  are close to unity); this folding time is suf-
ficient to achieve the most stable state of an N-residue
protein chain at the point of thermodynamic equilibrium
between the coil and the lowest-energy chain fold, i.e.
where GN = 0 (a modification of this estimate for the case
of small GN ≠ 0 is given by eq. 4b).
Despite the nonpolynomial dependence on the chain
length N (which agrees with the general mathematical
theory [19]), the folding time given by equation 6 is, nev-
ertheless, not too long [note that exp(N2/3) < N6 when
N<150]. Normally, a 100- or 150-residue protein can find
its most stable fold within minutes (however, this can be a
problem for a bigger protein, unless each of its domains
searches for its stable fold separately, as it probably does
[4]). Equations 5 and 6 also show how a particular struc-
ture and a particular amino acid sequence can change the
folding rate, e.g. most of the 100-residue chains find their
lowest-energy fold within minutes, but a few percent of
them will fold within milliseconds and a few within hours
or days.
Conclusions
The main feature of folding intermediates shown in
Figure 1 is that they consist of a compact nucleus with a
native arrangement of involved residues, while the
remaining chain is loose and capable of fast rearrange-
ment. Thus, protein folding avoids a very slow rearrange-
ment of a compact globule and the folding pathway is not
as ragged as has been suggested [20]. 
As mentioned, the above-described process of protein
folding is rather similar to the kinetics of first-order phase
transitions in gas/liquid/solid systems [9] or to the kinetics
of coil→-structure transitions [21]. The main difference
is that the protein is small and therefore it can fold rather
rapidly even when its lowest-energy fold is only a little (by
RT) more stable than the coil, while the transition
between two macroscopic phases including many billions
of particles occurs only when one phase is more stable
than another by billions of RT (see eq. 4a).
A heterogeneity of the sequence leads to the interactions
in the lowest-energy fold being, on average, significantly
more attractive than in the misfolded structures [7].
Therefore, virtually all the ‘wrong’ nuclei of these struc-
tures are less stable than the native-like nuclei and, as a
result, they form more rarely. However, the main point is
that when the final ‘wrong’ folds resulting from the
‘wrong’ nuclei are thermodynamically less stable than the
coil (Fig. 3a), they decay back to the coil — and, being
unstable, decay faster than they form. Fast folding of a
stable native structure takes place only in that range of
conditions (temperature and solvent quality) where the
misfolded states cannot trap the folding chain [10]. This
region is adjacent to the point of a thermodynamic all-or-
none transition from the unfolded state of the chain to its
lowest-energy fold: here all the misfolded states are less
stable than both the final lowest-energy fold and the
initial coil (compare Fig. 3 parts a and b). Hence, a fast
and unambiguous folding can occur only in those chains
that provide a large energy gap between the lowest-energy
fold and the other competing folds [5,7].
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Figure 3
Folding under different conditions. Bold lines show the free energies of
the native fold (N), of the unfolded chain (U), and of the misfolded folds
(M), which include also all the semifolded structures; the dashed line
shows the free energy of the totality of all the misfolded folds. Dotted
lines show schematically the behavior of free energy along the folding
pathways. (a) The native fold is more stable than the coil, and the coil
is more stable than all the misfolded folds taken together. Rapid folding
to the native state is not hindered by misfolding and kinetic traps.
(b) The native fold and some of the misfolded folds are more stable
than the coil (a phase where fast rearrangement occurs). The chain
rapidly forms the misfolded forms and then slowly undergoes a
transition to the stable state N via the unfolded state. The arrow shows
the mainstream of the folding process.
It is noteworthy that the folding time estimate given by
equation 6 is independent of the size of the energy gap,
provided only that it is large enough to provide a thermo-
dynamic co-existence of the lowest-energy fold and the
unfolded state of the chain. A case where not one but two
or more folds are divided by a large energy gap from the
other ones must be rare [6], but may be important for
some proteins demonstrating unusually long times of
rearrangement (prions?).
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